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Abstract-A family of variational principles and a quasi-conforming isoparametric element model, based 
on the so-called polar decomposition theorem and the dyadic notation, are derived for the nonlinear 
analysis of shells with arbitrary geometry. The principles include three pairs of functionals with three, two 
or one field(s) of independent variables subjected to variation, and with the incremental form of functional 
rJ, an eight node shell element model is constructed and used in two numerical examples. Representative 
numerical results, based on this procedure, are presented and compared with those found in published 
literature. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

over symbol means the variable is prescribed 
under a symbol denotes a second-order tensor 
= A, a/at’ gradient operator 
base vector of midsurface 
= a implies a’ = Al,. bj 
implies the trace A’JB 
curvature tensor of tmdeformed midsurface 
curvature tensor of deformed midsurface 
boundary of midsurface S 
= A B implies C’J = A$ B’/ 
sheil &ickness 
unit second-order tensor 
nominal (first Piola-KirchhotTj membrane force and 
lateral shearing force tensor 
unit outward normal vector on the midsurface 
external loading vector 
position vector 
rigid rotation tensor 
nominal (FPK) bending moment tensor 
solution domain 
displacement vector 
unit outward normal vectors on the boundary C 
total potential energy 
total complementary energy 
variational symbol 

I. INTRODUCTION 

work of contemporary engineers such as 
Koiter, Pietraszkiewicz [I], Atluri [2], Schmidt [3] and 
others have done much in formulating constrained 
geometrically nonlinear shell theories and variational 
principles based on the polar decomposition theorem. 
The theorem has a distinct advantage over others in 
that it is theoretically well founded on the exact polar 
decomposition of a geometrically nonlinear shell 
deformation into rigid body translation, pure stretch 
along the principal directions of strain and rigid body 

rotation. As noted in [2], the main idea of the method 
is to express the strain (or complementary) energy 
formulations in terms of the First Piola-Kirchhoff 
(FPK) stress and rigid body rotation of material 
elements. The advantages stemming from this concept 
are: (i) the linear momentum balance condition in 
terms of the FPK stress tensor can be satisfied a priori, 
quite easily; (ii) the angular momentum balance con- 
dition is an unambiguous Euler-Lagrangian equation 
of the variational principles; (iii) the constraint con- 
dition of orthogonality of rigid body rotation can be 
met easily; and (iv) the expression of the conjugate 
strain for the FPK stress is very simple and easy to 
calculate. So far, the approach has been employed in 
the finite deformation analysis of plates and shells by 
many investigators, such as Fukuchi and Atluri [4], 
Murakawa and Atluri [5], and Qin and Jin [6]. How- 
ever, the purpose of this paper is twofold: (i) to con- 
struct a family of variational principles, with dyadic 
notation and the polar decomposition treatment, for 
the finite deformation analysis of shells. The principles 
incorporate those with three, two or one field(s) of 
independent variables subjected to variation, and are 
expressed in terms of the variables FPK stress and 
rigid body rotation; (ii) to establish an eight node 
quasi-conforming shell element model based on the 
incremental form of functional rj. In contrast with the 
previous work (Fukuchi and Atluri [4], who developed 
a hybrid shell element formula based on the two fields 
functional), the present shell element model has 
expanded the solution space and the trial-function 
can be chosen to a larger extent since the equilibrium 
and geometrical equations are both weakened. More- 
over. the eight node shell element also prevents prob- 
lems from the high nonlinearity of complementary 
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energy in the two field functionals, which is inevitable 
when the complementary energy is expressed in terms 
of the FPK stress tensor and rigid body rotation 
tensor. 

2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 

2. I. Basic equations 

Let the shell space be spanned by a position vector 
R (R ES). The nonlinear behaviour of the shell is 
governed by the following equations [6,7]: 

(i) Equilibrium equations in S: 

rn+p=o (1) 

(N,RT)(rT.P)fR.r!.,-R.b.r 1_ 

= symmetric. (2) 

(ii) Geometrical equations in S: 

_I+uv-~~y=O (3) 

~(J?~N)+~~~T=O. (4) 

(iii) Constitutive equations in S: 

a*0 I 

al! 
- I(fJ .R + RT . CT) = N (5) 

a*, u 
dN - - (7) 

a*, _b 
-= 

sly - (4 

W,+ Wc=r_zT:& v-r:b.R’. II _ (9) 

(iv) Mechanical boundary conditions on C,,: 

C,:v.n-f=O; v.r--?=O. (10) 

(v) Geometrical boundary conditions on C,: 

C,:u-ii=0 R.N-E.N=O. (11) 

2.2. Variational principles 

For the boundary value problem (I)-( 1 I). we 
now deduce systematically a family of fundamental 
variational principles with three, two or one field(s) 
of independent variables subjected to variation: 

(i) Hu-Washizu principle: 6lT, = 6r, = 0 

I-I, = s {w,+n_‘:[(~+u_P)-~~y] 

- 
s 

@u+i;+N)dc 
(‘” 

- 

s 
v +‘(u-ii)+~+-e)‘N]dc (12) 

(‘U 

f3= CW,-(~.~_+~).U-F.L.R.N 
S 

+t~~:v-;I!, g+r:b.RT}ds __ _ 

f 
s 

(, [(v.r--T),U-t(v.!:-r).~.N]d~ 
fl 

+ 
s 

v .[n_+U+L, %N]dc, (13) 
CU 

in which the stationary conditions are (l)-(6), (IO) 
and (11). 

Proof: By taking the variation with respect to the 
independent variables, one obtains 

6rTI,=cTf,= 
si 

-(F-n+p)*6u 
s 

+ [(N . e’)(y’ . P)-t e- &J.n_-R.b.L] 

:a~.~~+[~+u~-~.~]:6n_+S~ 

+ 
s 

[(v ‘n--i).h+(v.r-f)(R’N) 
(n 

:SR9JT]dc+ 
s 

v [6n_ (fi - II) 
(‘U 

+ 65 (& - R). N] dc. (14) 

It follows from 6fIj = 0 that (l)-(6), (10) and (11) 
are the stationary conditions of H, in which the 
quantities ag, 6IJ, 6n_, by, 6u, 66 are free variables. 

(ii) Hellinger-Reissner principle: 6 H, = 6rZ’ = 0 

Tl,= {-B’,+n:~+Vu]+L:V(I$N)-p,ujds 
I. 

- 
s 

(-t’.u+r.&N)dc 
(.” 

- v+(u-ti)+~.(R-i+N]dc 
s 

(15) 
(‘U 
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Tz= [-W,-(~.n+p).u-~.r.R.N+n.I]ds 
s 

_ _ _ _ 
J 

+ 
s 

[(v.~-I).u+(v.~-F).R.N]dc 
c, 

+ v.(r~.ii+r.8.N)dc, _ _ (16) 

with the stationary conditions (l), (2), (3), (4), (10) 
and (11). 

Proof: By taking the variation with respect to the 
independent variable, we obtain 

+b.RT]:Grjds + 
1 

c,[(v.+).du 

+(v.~-F)(Zj.N):6$.R~]dc 

+ s v~[6n_.(u-ii)+6~.(R-~)~N]dc. 
C” 

(17) 

Obviously 6fI, = 0 leads to (l)-(4), (10) and (11). 

(iii) Generalized principle of total potential energy 
and complementary energy: 

s 
(f.u+F.R.N)dc 

G 
(18) 

rl= [IV,+ V.r.R.N-n:(I-RT)]d.r I _ _ _ 

- v.(n.ii+r.K.mddc, (19) - _ 

in which the stationary conditions of II, are (l), 
(2) and (lo), and those of r, are given by (2) 
and (11). 

Proof: Taking the variation of II, and r, , we know 

6H,= {-(F’.n,+p).6u-[(P~rJiJ~N) 
s. 

ST, = 
s 

{(P .l)@.N)+gT. U.RT _ - 
.” 

+ 
s 

v [6n_. (u - ii) + 6~. (fi - B) N] dc, 
c. 

(21) 

where the stationary condition leads to 

6l7, = 0 =r (l), (2) and (lo), 

6r, = 0 =r (2) and (11). 

It is worthwhile to note that other principles with 
various constrained conditions can be easily derived 
based on the six variational principles. 

3. FINITE ELEMENT PROCEDURE 

In the development of the present finite element 

modelling based on (13), an eight node shell element 
is used (Fig. 1). In the element, each corner node has 
five DOF [three translational displacements (u.?, u,, u,) 
and two in-plane rotations (et, @,)I, and each mid-side 
node has three translational displacements. Thus, the 
total is 32 DOF. 

In constructing the present element model, some 
special shape functions are used to interpolate both 
stress resultants and strains. Moreover, the simplifica- 
tion for the rigid rotation tensor is also made under 
the assumption that the rotations are only moderately 
large. The details are presented in the following. 

3.1. Geometrical and constitutive relations 

3.1.1. The coordinate systems. Three coordinate 
systems are used in the present series of analyses. 
They are global, nodal and local systems, respectively. 
The nodal system is defined at each node of the shell 
under consideration. Every node on the midsurface 

+ s [(V.fi-i)~&l 
C” 

(20) Fig. 1. Shell element model. 
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of a shell is associated with a unique nodal system in 3.1.2. Shape functions and their derivatives. In the 
which ; is normal to the midsurface, and the X and analysis, following assumptions are made: the geom- 
j axes he in the midsurface. While the local system etry and translational displacements are interpolated 
(.?,):, 9) are defined at each integration point: the Z by the following shape functions 
axis is normal to the midsurface, the 1 and _$ axes 
lie in the tangent plane at the integration point. To Ni= f(J + <<,)(I + V/i)(<5, + r/q, - 1) 
define the local system, we start with the expression 
for a position vector R to a generic point in the (i = 1,2,3,4) (23) 
undeformed midsurface of an element. The vector R 
may be interpolated as 

R= f N,R, C-52) (i = 5,6,7,8), (24) 

in which m is the node number of the element, N, the while the rotations are approximated by 
shape function related to node i and R, is a position 
vector at node i. N,* =a(1 + ([,)(I + qqi) (i = I, 2, 3,4), (25) 

Further, the relevant formulae for the theory 
of curve surfaces in connection with the element where 5, and q, are corner coefficients [7]. 
derivation are summarized below: The derivatives of these shape functions with 

respect to local coordinate can be calculated by the 

A,=R,,= f N,.,R; lAI=lA, 

following rule: 

x A21 

N=(A,xA2)/JA(; A,,=Ai.A, (i,j=1,2) 

B,, = $. N = f N,,,,jR,. N. 
,=I 

where Jacobian matrix [.I] is given by 

Denote the unit tangent vector along the 0’ axis 

e, = A/IA,1 

Similarly the second-order derivatives of the shape 
function can be given by 

while the unit vector ei along the i axis can be defined 

by 
e;=e, x e,. 

Then letting the local 1 axis coincide with et, that is in which [I,] = [a,,? - ,$I; [A21 = [-i,,, L,,,]; 
e, = et, we complete the local unit triad by obtaining Ck = ]Ni,r, Ni.b, I 
the unit vector of the axis j through 

e, = el x e+. N,,, = h L%l,M~l + t~,l[Bfl,, - $ #I ;’ 
[ II 1.8, 

After obtaining the local unit vectors, the local 
coordinates can be calculated by 

.f, = T,,x, (i,j = 1, 2, 3), 

where r,, is a coefficient of the direction cosines 
(T,, = e;. e,) between the local and global systems. 
The local components of the spatial derivatives are 
related to the global components by 

.Yt.A = q4.i @ = 5, VI. 

It should here be noted that the local coordinate 
system is frozen for each point and r,, are considered 
as constants. 

IJI = det[Jl; PiI = IN,,; N,,,,l (a = 5, rl). 

3.1.3. Transformation matrix. It should be noted 
that the variables in the stiffness equations are calcu- 
lated in the local system of a particular quadrature 
point. A transformation from local to nodal system 
is, then, necessary before assembly of the global 
stiffness matrix. For the sake of simplicity, we denote 
the element stiffness matrices in the local system 
and the nodal system, respectively, by I;, and &., in 
which subscript e designates element number, thus, 
we have [7]: 
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where m is the number of the integrand point in the 
element, T, the transformation matrix at integrand 
point p between the nodal and local system: 

T 
T 

~(32 x 32) = 
2H3 x 3) 

. . . 

T MC3 x 3) 

T (3 x 3) 0 
T,, = 

0 T,2 x 2) 1 
T 

el ‘4 -e2. Ed 
(2 x 2) = 

-et.% ei 4 1 
T (3X3,=e;.q (i,j= 1,2,3). 

3.1.4. Rotations [l]. As noted above R should be 
orthogonal, i.e., $ ET = I. To satisfy th& condition 
the concept of a finite rotation vector B is useful [4]. 
Let w be the finite angle of rotation around an 
arbitrarily oriented unit vector e in the midsurface of 
the shell, the rotation vector a is defined to be 

52 = (sin w)e. (27) 

Murakawa and Atluri [5] obtained the expression 
below by using (27) as well as some simplification 

[ 

l--f44 5Plrp2 (P2 

R= h'P2 I-&: -cp, > (28) 

-cp2 CPI I--f(d+d I 

where cp, and (p2 are the rotations around the 2, and 
R2 axes, respectively. 

3.1.5. Constitutive relations. A consistent first 
approximation of the strain energy function W, of 
an elastic, isotropic shell is given by [2] 

Ev 
w,=---- 

2(1 - v2) 
h[(k’-L):4’+~~(4-8):42 

+c { h(p~):(g-~)+&?):@-g I 
(29) 

In the local system, the strain energy W, may be given 

by 
+ s v.(n_.ii+r.l?.N)dc I _ 1 (32) I’“, 

W, = fcT[D,]~ + ;kT[D2]k In using (32) in an incremental analysis, we use 
now the well-known total Lagrangian approach [5]. 

in which 

6 = (61, 622 Cl2 + 621 J 

k = ik, k22 k,2 + k2, )t 

Let C”’ be a known deformed configuration and 
c N+’ be a further deformed configuration to be 
solved. Assuming that C N+ ’ is sufficiently close to C” 
such that CN + ’ z C” + AC, we then write, formally 
from (32): 

while r3(CN+‘) = r3(CN) + const. + Af,(C*, AC) 

t,, = U,, - i$,; k,, = b,, - B !I 

and 

3.2. Finite element formulae 

3.2.1. Incremental form of r3. As noted in [7], 
eqn (13) can not directly be used to derive the finite 
element formulation. We noted first that the fields n 
and L must obey the principle of action-reaction at 
the interfaces of two adjacent elements. This condition 
can be enforced through a Lagrange multiplier tech- 
nique. With the notation that s,~ is the midsurface 
area of the m th element and as,X its boundary, c,~ and 
c,~ are partitions of as, where tractions and displace- 
ments, respectively, are prescribed. p,,, is the part of 
as, which is an interelement interface. Superscripts 
(+) and (-) denote the left and right sides of an 
interelement boundary (in the sense of tangent direc- 
tion), and v is the unit vector normal to the P,~. The 
interelement traction reciprocity condition implies: 

(v . n)(+’ + (v n)(-’ = 0 on p,,,, (30) 

(v .L)‘+‘+(v .v)“=O on pm, (31) 

We choose n, and 1 arbitrarily, and an orthogonal 5 
in each element and enforce (30) and (31) on r, 
through Lagrangian multipliers i and & Here ii 
and @ are displacements and rotations on the inter- 
element boundaries, respectively. In this way. (13) 
becomes 

r3=C {w,-(P.n+p),u-V .r.R.N I _ 
m % 

+“,‘:(I-I~-R.~-L:~,R~~~~ 

+ s c, {(VVJ--i).ii+(v.~-F)$N}dc 
m 

+ s v.(n.ii+r,R.N)dc I _ 
C”“? 

+ A2i-,[CN, (AC)2] + , (33) 
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where T,(C*) is the functional in (32) evaluated at 
CN, Ar, involves first order terms in the incremental 
variable, and A2r, is the second-order increment 
of r,: 

AT,=1 
IS 

{AC’. [D,] AC/~ + AkT [D2]. Ak/2 
“m 

- A@,,., + n21.2 --PI 1 Au, 

- A(ni2,1 + n22.2 - ~2) Au2 

- N~IIJI + r12.12 + r22.22 -Pi) . Au3 

+An,,(cpPAcp,-Ac,,)+f(An,,+An,,) 

x KcpYb2 + cp!Acp,) - A~,21 

+ A~,,(db, -At,,) + #I. Ad 

-f@c: + n;,)Acp,Acp, + fn&Acp:} ds 

+ s {v,. An,,Ai?, + v,Ar,,Aq, 
?.s, 

- v,Ar,,A& 1 dc - c {A<. Ari, + At=, AQ2 

-AF;A@,)dc 
I 

(34) 

Note that 6(A2r,) = 0 leads to the relevant incre- 
mental field equations and boundary conditions, 
while 6(Ar,) = 0 provides a check on the solution at 
CN [2]. 

In the development of the present finite element 
model based on the functional A’T,, the following 
assumptions are made. First of all, the rotations cp, 
and @, (i = 1,2) are chosen to be linear in terms of 
the rotations at the four corner nodes; the displace- 
ments II are interpolated with the functions (23,24). 
Secondly, the stress and the strain fields are assumed 
as follows 

(a) Membrane forces and strains 

[+(An;;;n2,J = [; +2 %J = PIPI 

{At} = P,a, PI, = rp:,, Ki 

p:,=it r V TV} (i= 1,2,3) 

P; = (iy?; Pi: = (Iv; P” = 0. I3 

(b) stress couples and strains 

Ar,, 

[ I 

Ar2? =diag(P,, P,, Pzl)& = P2f12 

f(Ar12 Arzl 1 

jAk}=P,a,; P,,=P22=P,,=j~ 5 v). 

Fig. 2. Spherical shell (E = 68.95 N/mm’; h = 99.45 mm; 
a = 784.9 mm; R = 2540 mm; Y = 0.3 (Poisson’s ratio). 

Table 1. The deflections MI, (mm) of the spherical shell 

P W) 10 20 30 40 

Ref. [8] 11.1 2-l. 1 45.2 70.8 
Present 10.85 26.32 43.24 61.92 

For the reason of space, we omit here the finite 
element equations and their development, which are 
tedious and algebraic. All of the details of the stiffness 
relations have been discussed elsewhere [7]. 

4. EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1. Consider a hinged shallow spherical shell 

Its material and geometric parameters are shown in 
Fig. 2. Owing to double symmetry, only a quarter of 
the shell is modelled by a 3 x 3 mesh with nine eight 
node elements. The relations between the central load 
p and the central deflection nvC are given in Table 1. 

4.2. Consider a clamped circular cylindrical shell 

The shell is subjected to a uniform normal load and 
the material is elastic and isotropic. All of the known 
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. Taking symmetry 
into account one quadrant of the cylindrical shell is 
modelled by 3 x 3 uniformly divided meshes. The 
computed results are listed in Table 2. 

Fig. 3. Cylindrical shell (R = 2540mm; L = 254mm; 
/I = 3.175 mm; /I = 0.1 rad; E = 3.103 kN/mmL; v = 0.3). 

Table 2. The deflections W, (mm) of the cylindrical shell 

a (kN/m? 0.5 1 1.5 

Ref. [8] 0.39 1.39 3.56 
Present 0.412 1.432 3.819 
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4.3. Conclusions 

Three pairs of generalized variational functionals 
for the finite deformation of plates and shell are 
presented. These functionals are the theoretical basis 
for establishing finite and boundary element formulae. 
An eight-node quasi-compatible element for the 
geometrically nonlinear analysis of shells has been 
developed based on the polar decomposition concept 
and functional rI with stress and strain as independent 
variables in addition to displacements. The numerical 
examples show that the aforementioned assumed 
stress and strain fields are suitable for the nonlinear 
analysis of plates and shells. 
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